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apid-response teams have been introduced to intervene in the
care of patients with unexpected clinical deterioration. These teams are key
components of rapid-response systems, which have been put in place because
of evidence of “failure to rescue” with available clinical services, leading to serious
adverse events.1 A serious adverse event may be defined as an unintended injury that
is due in part to delayed or incorrect medical management and that exposes the
patient to an increased risk of death and results in measurable disability.2 Rapidresponse systems aim to improve the safety of hospital-ward patients whose condition is deteriorating. These systems are based on identification of patients at risk,
early notification of an identified set of responders, rapid intervention by the response
team, and ongoing evaluation of the system’s performance and hospital-wide processes
of care.1 Rapid-response systems have been implemented in many countries and
across the United States.3,4
Rapid-response teams differ from traditional code teams in a number of ways
(Table 1). They assess a greater number of hospitalized patients at an earlier stage of
clinical deterioration, with the aim of preventing serious adverse events such as cardiac arrests and unexpected deaths. Thus, rapid-response teams assess patients in
whom respiratory, neurologic, or cardiac deterioration develops rather than patients
who have already had a respiratory or cardiac arrest.5
Whether rapid-response systems are effective is controversial. Their introduction
was prompted by five before-and-after comparisons that were single-center studies.6-11
These studies showed a reduction in the rate of cardiac arrests and a greater effect
with a greater “dose” of care from the rapid-response team (i.e., a larger number of
assessments per 1000 admissions).12 However, a major multicenter, cluster-randomized, controlled trial called the Medical Early Response Intervention and Therapy
(MERIT) study failed to demonstrate a benefit. Moreover, the results of meta-analyses
have questioned whether there are benefits and have suggested that further research
is required.13,14
This article explores the prevalence and consequences of sudden critical illness
outside the intensive care unit (ICU) and reviews the concept of a rapid-response
system and the controversies surrounding the increasing use of such systems.
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Fa ilur e t o R e scue
In patients with sudden, critical abnormalities in vital signs, a failure to react promptly
or commensurately escalate care constitutes a “failure to rescue” and may result in a
serious adverse event.1 There are many reasons for sudden critical illness and for failure
to rescue (Table 2), and they help to explain why serious adverse events are surprisingly
frequent.
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Table 1. Comparison between a Traditional Code Team and a Rapid-Response Team.*
Feature

Traditional Code Team

Rapid-Response Team

Typical criteria for calling the team

No recordable pulse, no recordable
Low blood pressure, rapid heart rate,
blood pressure, absence of respirarespiratory distress, altered contory effort, unresponsive
sciousness

Typical conditions that the team
assesses and treats

Cardiac arrest, respiratory arrest, airway obstruction

Sepsis, pulmonary edema, arrhythmias,
respiratory failure

Typical team composition

Anesthesia fellow, ICU fellow, internalmedicine house staff, ICU nurse

ICU fellow, ICU nurse, respiratory therapist, internal-medicine house staff

Typical call rate (no./1000 admissions)

0.5–5

20–40

Typical in-hospital mortality (%)

70–90

0–20

* ICU denotes intensive care unit.

The Epidemiology of Serious Adverse Events

Serious adverse events expose patients to an increased risk of death. Many such events appear to
result from insufficient, delayed, or incorrect medical care.
Studies in the United States2,15,16 and other
countries17-19 show that serious adverse events are
relatively common and often iatrogenic and that
they are associated with disability and death. Research also shows that such events occur after
failure to rescue.20 Collectively, these studies pre
sent robust evidence that improvements are needed
to overcome failure to deliver optimal care rapidly
in hospital wards and that most serious adverse
events due to such failure are preceded by clinically observable warning signs.21-23
Conditions that are commonly associated with
failure to rescue include acute respiratory failure,
acute cardiac failure, acute changes in consciousness, hypotension, arrhythmias, pulmonary edema,
and sepsis.24 In studies of rapid-response systems,
the most commonly measured serious adverse
events include cardiac arrest, unexpected death,
and unplanned ICU admission.25
Warning Signs

Several studies show that abnormal vital signs can
help identify clinical deterioration in patients minutes to hours before a serious adverse event occurs.21,26 Thus, in most cases, there is sufficient
time to identify patients at risk and deliver an intervention. A logical preventive step would appear
to be frequent and accurate measurement and reporting of vital signs.27 What is less well established, however, is the proportion of hospitalized
patients in whom abnormal vital signs develop but
do not lead to a serious adverse event. In addition,
the optimal thresholds for activation criteria in spe140
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cific patient cohorts should be assessed to prevent
excessive assessment of patients who have abnormal vital signs but who are not at risk for serious
adverse events.
Failure to Monitor

The measurement of vital signs is risk-free, inexpensive, and reproducible, and it identifies clinical
deterioration in many patients.28 However, studies
have shown that such measurements may not be
performed predictably, accurately, or completely.25,29,30 The case of respiratory-rate monitoring
is particularly striking.30,31 This “failure to monitor” probably contributes to the risk of failure to
rescue. Unfortunately, a major impediment to providing adequate monitoring is the cost of staffing
and automated monitoring equipment.
Failure to Escalate

An analysis of the actions of hospital-ward personnel during patient instability suggests problems such as triage error and inappropriate placement of severely ill patients on the hospital ward,5
delays in doctor notification,32 failure to attend to
and assess the patient’s deteriorating condition,20
inadequate clinical assessment,15,19,20,22 medication errors,20 suboptimal response to the urgency
of the symptoms,20 and failure to seek help or
advice.20
Many investigators have concluded that objective criteria for deterioration are needed; such criteria would clarify the expectations of staff.1,33 In
addition, these criteria should act as triggers for
rapid referral to personnel with appropriate expertise and equipment. Deficiencies in identifying and
responding to patients in crisis have been singled
out for improvement and used to provide a rationale for rapid-response systems.33
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Table 2. Reasons for Failure to Rescue.

Pr incipl e s Under ly ing R a pid R e sp onse S ys tems
Goal 16 of the Joint Commission’s 2009 National
Patient Safety Goals is to improve the identification of and response to clinical deterioration in
hospital-ward patients. The goal states that organizations should select “a suitable method that
enables health care staff members to directly request additional assistance from a specially trained
individual(s) when the patient’s condition appears
to be worsening.”34 Rapid-response systems seek to
address this goal.1
An important principle underlying rapid-response systems (and all critical illness care) is that
early intervention can improve patient outcomes.35,36
Even within a mature rapid-response system,
delayed activation of the responding team is associated with increased mortality.32 A logical
sequence of events underlies the rationale for
rapid-response systems. In particular, the system
aims to “take critical care expertise to the patient
before, rather than after, multiple organ failure or
cardiac arrest develops.”37 Litvak and Pronovost5
have suggested that assessment by a rapid-response
team is needed when the patient is triaged incorrectly and sent to the hospital ward rather than the
ICU or a monitored area. In addition, patients may
require an assessment by the rapid-response team
if they have received inadequate care or if clinical
deterioration occurs despite adequate care.
In response to such observations, some form
of rapid-response system is being implemented by
hospitals throughout North America. The spread
of such systems has been markedly augmented
by their inclusion in the 3700 U.S. hospitals participating in the Institute for Healthcare Improvement’s 5 Million Lives Campaign (www.ihi.org/
ihi/programs/campaign). In Canada and Scandinavian countries, implementation of rapid-response
systems is also increasing rapidly. Their cost-effectiveness and effect on patient outcomes, however,
remain to be determined.

C omp onen t s of the R a pid R e sp onse S ys tem
Although most of the literature has focused on the
responding team, the rapid-response system is a
coherent and integrated system of care that has
four components.1 The first component, the system’s afferent limb, is designed to identify clinical
deterioration in patients and trigger a response.
n engl j med 365;2

Monitoring technology is used only in the intensive care
unit or step-down units.
Hospital-ward monitoring is only intermittent (vital-sign
measurements).
Intervals between measurements can easily be 8 hours
or longer.
Regular visits by a hospital-ward nurse vary in frequency
and duration.
Visits by a unit doctor may occur only once a day.
When vital signs are measured, they are sometimes
incomplete.
When vital signs are abnormal, there may be no specific
criteria for activating a higher-level intervention.
Individual judgment is applied to a crucial decision.
Individual judgment varies in accuracy according to
training, experience, professional attitude, working
environment, hierarchical position, and previous
responses to alerts.
If an alert is issued, the activation process goes through
a long chain of command (e.g., nurse to charge nurse,
charge nurse to intern, intern to resident, resident to
fellow, fellow to attending physician).
Each step in the chain is associated with individual judgment and delays.
In surgical wards, doctors are sometimes physically unavailable because they are performing operations.
Modern hospitals provide care for patients with complex disorders and coexisting conditions, and unexpected clinical deterioration may occur while nurses
and doctors are busy with other tasks.

This component includes the criteria for calling the
rapid-response team, the means of assessing these
calls, the personnel who trigger system activation,
and the mechanism of activation. The second component, the efferent limb, is the response, which
includes both the personnel and the equipment
brought to the patient. Patient safety and quality
improvement constitute the third component,
which provides a feedback loop by collecting and
analyzing data from events and improving prevention and response. This component reviews data
on calls for the rapid-response team and their outcomes in order to develop strategies that prevent
clinical deterioration meeting the criteria for a rapid
response and that optimize the outcomes for
patients who undergo assessment by the rapidresponse team. The fourth component, which is
the administrative or governance component,1 coordinates resources to facilitate improved care,
overseeing the appointment of responding-team
staff and the purchase of equipment and coordinating the education of hospital staff regarding
the rapid-response process.
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The key characteristic of rapid-response teams
is that they are activated when a patient fulfills
predefined criteria. Many organizations print mnemonic cards to promote use of the criteria (Fig. 1).
Calls for the rapid-response team bypass traditional unit-based, hierarchical, and stepwise lessto-more-skilled approaches to care. The team responds rapidly (within minutes) to the call and
delivers critical care equipment and expertise to
the patient’s bedside1 (see the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article
at NEJM.org). The team may or may not be joined
by the patient’s primary caregivers, as designated
by the facility.
Response-Triggering Criteria

The efferent limb is triggered by identified “calling criteria,” based on derangements in vital signs.
In addition, many organizations include a “staff
worried” criterion to permit activation of the rapidresponse team in the case of a patient who is considered to need an escalation in care. In some institutions, family members can activate the system.
In the United Kingdom, many hospitals use calling criteria based on the Modified Early Warning
System,38 in which scores for vital signs are added
to obtain a total score. In some American centers10
and most Australian centers,6 the presence of any
one abnormality is sufficient for activation (Fig. 1).
Multiparameter weighted scoring systems may be
time-consuming or inaccurately calculated.38 Simple calling criteria may be less sensitive and specific, but they predict an increased risk of death
and appear to promote response activation.23,28,31
Composition of the Responding Team

The composition of the rapid-response team is tailored to the institution’s goals, the team’s aims, the
severity of illness in the patients it assesses, and
institutional resources. Typically, in larger hospitals,
the team includes at least one critical care physician
or fellow (the so-called medical emergency team).39
In the United States, there are rapid-response teams
led by nurses or respiratory therapists40 and physician-led medical emergency teams.10 In Australia,6
New Zealand, and Scandinavia, the typical model
is the medical emergency team.39 The few nonrandomized, before-and-after studies at single
centers that reported improved patient outcomes
have involved medical emergency teams.12 However, no studies have compared the benefit of
medical emergency teams with that of nonphysi142
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cian-led rapid-response teams. The apparently superior benefits of medical emergency teams may
simply reflect a reporting bias associated with
the staffing levels and structure of rapid-response
teams at academic centers.

In terv en t ions a nd Ou t c ome s
As noted above, the most common conditions that
trigger the rapid-response system are acute respiratory failure, acute cardiac failure, acute changes
in consciousness, hypotension, arrhythmias, pulmonary edema, and sepsis.24 An audit of conditions that trigger the rapid-response team within
an institution permits the development of specific
preventive and response strategies.
Some interventions performed by the response
team are simple (administration of oxygen, intravenous fluids, diuretics, and bronchodilators and
performance of diagnostic tests). However, many
patients require critical care interventions.6 Some
evidence suggests that the system can also help
address the planning of end-of-life care.25,41
Effect on Patient Outcomes

The only multicenter, cluster-randomized, controlled trial of medical emergency teams is the
MERIT study.25 After 2 months of observation and
4 months of preparation, the MERIT investigators
randomly assigned 12 Australian hospitals to medical-emergency-team implementation and 11 to
continued standard care for 6 months. On primary analysis, MERIT showed that implementation
of the medical emergency team was not associated
with a decrease in cardiac arrests, ICU admissions,
or unexpected deaths. A post hoc analysis of the
MERIT study showed a significant improvement in
outcomes (fewer deaths and cardiac arrests) when
the data were analyzed in an as-treated model rather than an intention-to-treat (as-assigned) model.
These findings, however, are hypothesis-generating at best. In this analysis, there was also a significant and linear decrease in poor outcomes as
medical-emergency-team responses increased,42 a
finding similar to that of a single-center study.43
The implications of the MERIT study remain the
subject of much debate, because of issues of statistical power, data analysis, study design and execution, and contamination (delivery of the intervention [medical emergency team] in control hospitals
by using the code team to assess patients not in
cardiac arrest or respiratory arrest). A few non-
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randomized, single-center, before-and-after trials have shown improved outcomes with rapidresponse teams,6-11 but their level of evidence is low.
Two meta-analyses have failed to show a decrease
in the rate of cardiac arrests in association with
implementation of a rapid-response system.13,14
Thus, the effectiveness of such systems remains uncertain and a matter of controversy.

MET

MEDICAL
EMERGENCY
TEAM

Call 7777 and state

“MET CALL WARD ___”

Other Potential Effects

The relatively controlled environment provided by
a quality-improvement analysis of the activities of
the rapid-response system permits bedside and
conference-room education of nursing and medical staff.44 Australian and Canadian nurses report
that involvement in rapid-response systems teaches them how to provide better care for acutely ill
patients.45,46 In addition, such systems may contribute to better decision making about end-oflife care.25,41
Potential adverse effects of the implementation
of a rapid-response system include additional cost,
diversion of resources that could be used to care
for critically ill patients, desensitization to emergencies, and a decreased sense of responsibility for
patients on the part of the hospital-ward team.

if you are worried about any patient
OR
if you notice any acute changes in

AIRWAY
• Obstructed airway
• Noisy breathing or stridor
• Problem with a tracheostomy tube

BREATHING
• Any difficulty breathing
• Breathing <8 breaths a minute
• Breathing >25 breaths a minute
• Oxygen saturation ≤90%, despite high-flow oxygen
IF PATIENT IS NOT BREATHING, CALL A CODE BLUE

S t r ategie s for Suc ce ssf ul
Impl emen tat ion

CIRCULATION

The introduction of a rapid-response system is associated with many logistic, political, anthropologic, social, and medical challenges. They must be
carefully considered, and a coordinated strategy
must be applied to avoid implementation failure.47
A rapid-response system is unlikely to succeed without support from hospital leaders, including senior
medical and nursing personnel.47 Up to 1 year may
be required to explain the concept of the rapidresponse system and to obtain support for its implementation.6 It should be emphasized that the
role of the rapid-response team is to provide a quick
second opinion rather than to take over the care of
the patient.47 From the outset, the team should have
adequate resources, in terms of both personnel and
equipment, to manage any critical care event.
The system’s afferent limb requires sustained
education of hospital-ward staff. Without this effort, the system is likely to fail. Accordingly, repeated and multimodal education of existing and
new hospital-ward staff is crucial. Appointment of
a physician as team leader may be important be-

• Pulse <40 beats a minute
• Pulse >120 beats a minute
• Low blood pressure (systolic <90 mm Hg)
• Urine output <50 ml over 4 hours
IF PATIENT HAS NO PULSE, CALL A CODE BLUE

CONSCIOUS STATE
• Sudden change in conscious state
• Patient cannot be roused

Figure 1. A Hospital Poster Listing Criteria for Activation of a RapidResponse Team.
Such posters are displayed on the walls of hospitals to remind caregivers of
the abnormalities in vital signs that are considered to require intervention.
This poster is based on one displayed at Austin Hospital, Heidelberg, Victoria,
Australia.

cause the physician can help expedite transfers to
the ICU and can facilitate planning of end-of-life
care.12
Successful rapid-response systems consistently
deliver a high response “dose” (>25 calls per 1000
admissions). Mature academic systems have at least
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40 calls per 1000 admissions.12 An increase in the
response dose was reported to be associated with
a progressive reduction in cardiac-arrest rates at
three centers.7,9,10
Good training ensures that interventions are
safe and effective. Simulation training improves
team performance,48 but the effects on patient outcomes have not yet been tested. In addition, simulation training permits a structured approach to
managing clinical deterioration in a patient.24,48
Regular audits are needed to assess factors that
contribute to activations and failures of the rapidresponse system and to guide quality-improvement
activities.1

A r e a s of C on t rov er s y
Evidence supporting the effectiveness of rapidresponse systems comes from unblinded, nonrandomized, short-term studies at single centers, in
which outcomes before and after the implementation of such systems were compared. These studies
are subject to incorrect inferences about cause and
effect or improved care with time. A recent beforeand-after study of a nurse-led rapid-response team
did not show a reduction in hospital codes or mortality.40 Only a limited number of studies have
shown sustained benefits of rapid-response systems.7,9 A meta-analysis by Chan et al.13 concluded
that “although RRTs [rapid-response teams] have
broad appeal, robust evidence to support their effectiveness in reducing hospital mortality is lacking.” Similarly, a Cochrane meta-analysis14 failed
to confirm a benefit and suggested that “the lack
of evidence on outreach requires further multisite RCT’s [randomized, controlled trials] to determine potential effectiveness.” Such trials are
important for establishing the value of rapid-response systems in the prevention of serious adverse events in hospitals.
Implementation of a rapid-response system may
theoretically “de-skill” hospital-ward staff. However, surveyed nurses in both Canada and Australia
disagree.45,46 Inappropriate patient care or conflict
with the primary team may occur. However, patient
safety is not likely to be compromised, and most
rapid-response systems emphasize that patient care
is the responsibility of the primary team. The optimal composition of the team remains unknown,
although before-and-after studies that showed a
benefit involved teams led by a physician.12
Implementation of a rapid-response system
could divert critical care staff from other duties
144
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and jeopardize the safety of their ICU patients,4
although no data exist to support this concern.
Rapid-response systems require appropriate resources to meet demand. An ad hoc team may need
to be replaced by a team dedicated to this purpose
if patient volume increases sufficiently. Rapidresponse systems may divert the focus away from
other patient-safety initiatives,4 such as promoting
the use of hospitalists and nurse practitioners or
increasing the number of ICU beds. However,
level 1 evidence is also lacking for such interventions, and we have found the opposite: rapidresponse systems foster a patient-focused and
safety-conscious institutional environment.49
Implementation of a rapid-response system is
potentially expensive. Future studies of the effectiveness of such systems should include a cost
analysis that takes into account savings from reductions in serious adverse events. These studies
should assess rates of in-hospital deaths from all
causes, not just cardiorespiratory arrests outside
the ICU. The cost of implementation can be minimized by expanding the duties of the existing code
team to include assessment of patients who fulfill the criteria for activation of the rapid-response
team and by limiting implementation to the wards
with the most severely ill patients.

F u t ur e Dir ec t ions
Another large, multicenter, randomized, controlled
trial of rapid-response systems is desirable, but it
would be challenging to execute.50 In the absence
of such a trial, the decision about whether to
implement a rapid-response system will probably
rely on individual institutional evaluations of unexpected deaths and cardiac-arrest rates and the
implementation of corrective measures to reduce
them. The greatest prospect for further assessing
the effectiveness of rapid-response systems is in
countries where they have not been widely implemented but where there is a commitment to do so.
Further areas for research include the quality
of decision making with respect to activation of
the rapid-response team, the true frequency and
causes of deterioration requiring a rapid response,
optimal team composition, and interventions that
might optimize the outcome for non-ICU patients
in whom critical illness develops. In addition, the
optimal thresholds for activation criteria should
be evaluated to prevent excessive assessment of
patients who have abnormal vital signs but who
may not be at risk for a serious adverse event.
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C onclusions
Rapid-response systems have been introduced at
hospitals in many countries, despite a lack of
level 1 evidence that demonstrates their effectiveness. Their introduction has been driven by
the belief that they make hospitals safer and prevent serious adverse events after sudden alterations
in vital signs in hospital-ward patients. The ration
ale that early intervention is beneficial in almost
all medical emergencies has also provided support
for the introduction of rapid-response systems.
Moreover, such systems are considered to be consistent with the concept that taking critical care
expertise and skills out of the ICU to the patient’s

bedside (an ICU without walls) as rapidly as possible is physiologically and clinically sound. Because rapid-response systems are now part of the
hospital landscape from the United States and
Canada to Australia, clinicians need to understand
their history and evolution, the nature and limitations of the evidence supporting their implementation, their potential benefits, and the controversies surrounding them. Although rapid-response
systems are assumed to be models for advancing
patient safety, they should always be part of a
much wider strategy aimed at making modern
hospitals safer.
Disclosure forms provided by the authors are available with
the full text of this article at NEJM.org.
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